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A Sovereign Monetary System Will Set Us Free
Summary:
Private bankers have abused the powers they have stolen. It is time for nations of freedom loving
people to take back their Constitutional right to create credit. The current debt based system is
corrupt and unsustainable.
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Change Banking - Change The World
Step 1 - Government revokes permission to create money and credit from private bankers.

Step 2 - Government debt to private bankers is dissolved, nullified, erased, abolished, cancelled.
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Step 3 - Government facilitates the prompt rendition and transfer of upper echelon private bankers
to a suitably prepared and secured holding facility.

Step 4 - Government freezes the assets of the upper echelon banking families and their supporters,
sycophants & henchmen. This would include lawyers, accountants and other accessories to criminal
activity ...... possibly even some well known past and present political leaders.

Step 5 - Government uses its constitutional and legal power to create credit and money via a
Sovereign Monetary System. So rather than taking on unsustainable debt and borrowing from private
bankers at interest - the Government spends money directly into the real economy. The effect of this
would be that the "profit" from money creation stays with the people and country rather than the
bankers. [Think about this one for a little while - infrastructure, research, education paid for without
debt and interest. What a world we could have].

Step 6 - Taxes could be significantly reduced and simplified because the transfer of the peoples'
time and wealth to the banking cartel would end.

Step 7 - Enjoy a world where far more people get a fair go. A world where there is less anxiety,
depression & suicide; less violence; less substance abuse; less poverty; less family breakdown; less
crime and less corruption. A world where you can look after your family’s needs by working less than
half the time you must now. A world where there is ample time to live, love and enjoy your life. [Yes
folks - a large contributor to the social problems we face are financial pressures and the stress and
unhappiness they lead to].

____________________________

There is plenty of information that proves how corrupt the finance sector is. The billions of dollars
banks have been fined is just one pointer. The fact that no bank CEOs or Directors (other than in
Iceland) have been stripped of assets and jailed is another.

A key point to realise is that the trillions of dollars that governments have collectively borrowed will
not be repaid. These debts are not even expected to be paid back. The debt was created so that
your government can continue taxing you to pay the interest. Your wealth and your freedom has
been stolen. Your governments and your Courts are letting bankers get away with using fraud,
forgery and other criminal activities to enrich themselves at your expense ..... and your country’s
expense. Your democracy has been debauched. The wealthiest 1% of the world control more than
half the world’s wealth. Every day your government is working against your interests and helping
concentrate power and wealth in the hands of the upper echelon corporate / banking elites.

The question is - What are you going to do to help us bring about change?
#SovereignMoney #Banksters #SwissReferendum #auspol #TheBigShort #QE4people
#FractionalReserveBanking #WallStreet #AuditTheFed #GoldmanSachs #Barclays #WellsFargo
#JPMorgan #BIS #BankOfAmerica #Citigroup #BNPParibas #IMF #WorldBank #FederalReserve
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The Comments section in the BRN G20 Post has become a vast library of wonderful resources. Check
it out - HERE
Share the information. Get informed get active. We need your help to build grassroots momentum
for real reforms.

"But if you want to continue to be slaves of the banks and pay the cost of your own slavery,
then let bankers continue to create money and control credit" - Josiah Stamp
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